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The new “HyperMotion Technology” was used to not only create more realistic touches, but also to improve the game’s weighting and balance, to create a more
exciting and authentic experience. "The last version of FIFA included dedicated weighting for motion capture data, but it wasn’t as good a fit for the most

important parts of the game,” FIFA 22 Lead Gameplay Designer Emiliano Sala said. “Our hypermotion tech fills that gap. This is really about bringing to life the
intricacies of real football. We now have a movement engine that is finely-tuned to the football game experience. And we have two years of game data to work
with, which has allowed us to create the most accurate player weighting. “It’s a key part of the game, and it brings a new level of weighting and responsiveness
to the game. With this data, we could monitor and think about the player’s weight when they’re on the ball or when they’re off the ball, at rest or running. And
it’s awesome to see how much better FIFA feels as a result of this new engine.” Weighing in on this performance impact, Sala added: “We’re seeing more and

more that when FIFA 22 is in motion, the game feels more responsive and fluid than FIFA 21. While we had known that our technology was good, we are seeing it
in action here, and you can really feel the difference when you’re trying to control your ball, create a pass or take a shot.” FIFA 22 also features the most

accurate passing animations since FIFA 19. This was achieved using a new technique called “passing animation parameters” which allowed us to create a more
flexible animation that can handle any type of pass and any motion. All in-game passing animations are now controlled by an animation engine, which is able to
react accurately to the ball, the player and everything around it. This means that the ball can be picked up more quickly, the player can pick up balls high up the

pitch while sprinting, and the player can create more interesting passes while moving towards the goal. FIFA 22 introduces a new modified tackling system,
which includes a smarter defender AI. In the previous game, when the player

Features Key:

Transition and try new things. FIFA 22 introduces "HyperMotion Technology,” which uses motion capture data collected from real-life players playing a complete, high-intensity football match. The data collected from player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions is used to power gameplay. Better artificial intelligence now
keeps players in the game, not out.
Play smarter. Focus on individual skills and timing to fine-tune the style of every player in FIFA 22.
Playbeautiful. Add-ons for the new real grass visuals, Couriers, and the First Touch Control System bring a refreshed look to FIFA 22.
PlaylikePES. FIFA 22 provides the most authentic ball-to-ball ball control, with refined senses, enhanced player intelligence, and the most refined team moves ever.
Play a new way. Gameplay innovations make FIFA 22 a new breed of football game. New Team Play, Dynamic Expected Goals, more precision goal celebrations and more.
Focus on what’s important. A deeper set of scouting tools to improve recruitment, older TOTW teams to deliver more fun, and the first three-year transfer cycle for the signings you make has never been easier.
Great footwear. Get up close with new live boots, boots with new skins and new footwear.
Team up. Team up with your opponent, from high-level international clubs to the youth team, through season-long league and cup matches.
Be the best. Choose between more advanced preparation options, pre-match preparation, and customized pre-match settings.
Be young again. Personalise your team’s look. Have your squad get younger or older. Change the appearance of your boots, your goalkeeper, goalkeepers, and many more things.
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EA SPORTS FIFA is a football experience like no other. Play the world’s game like never before: score goals, take and win free kicks, build attacks, and experiment
with a whole new range of football tactics and game-changing player skills. Players are ready to take control of authentic and challenging experiences in Career
Mode: get ready to compete on the pitch like never before and manipulate a whole range of controls to control the on-pitch action. Take the game on the road
and enjoy cross-platform gameplay with your friends using EA SPORTS FIFA on your mobile devices and also play Live Events with the new Co-op style modes
that let you play with your friends while enjoying the game’s new social features in which you’ll find your friends on the pitch, in the crowd and on the pitch. New
Features AI GOALS Take possession and control the game from start to finish on a new tactical level in Career Mode. Take on the role of manager and choose the
best tactic for any situation. You'll make some of the best decisions in FIFA's history with Instant Actions. C.SAMBO For the first time, navigate the crazy pace of
modern-day physical football. Enjoy the game with the fastest and most athletic players in the world. E.T. Control the game with the most skilled, inventive and
creative players in the world. Control the fast-paced, high-stakes football we all know and love. HITS AND MORE Use more tools to perfect your game and perfect
the game - physical, technical and psychological. Control the pace of play from start to finish. STRIKES Win penalty kicks with your friends and collect bragging
rights for your squad. STADIUMS Take your game anywhere - from the Oval to the Nizhny Novgorod to the Santiago Bernabeu. QUIK RACES Make a tactical
change and win the game with a single touch. SEEKERS Acquire your shots and control the whole game on a new level. TRANSFERS Take advantage of the
market like never before. Show your team the path to the top. WINGERS Full range of new and enhanced dribbling and crossing abilities. FIXED ATTACK Take a
dynamic approach to attacking by gaining a head start on the opposition bc9d6d6daa
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Create your Ultimate Team today, and start building the best squad possible. With more than 1,500 playable players from over 50 different countries, you’ll be
able to create your ultimate side and go for a walk on the wild side. Join online leagues and in-game matches, or go head-to-head in single matches. Plus all-new
challenge modes give you new ways to test your skills, from taking on Football Manager Mode from EA Sports to fighting on the dirt field in FIFA Dodgeball.
Scoring Champions - Take a look at the new comprehensive face of the competition. Examine the new scoring system and quickly navigate the goals to find the
score. All stadiums will also have a scoring system for teams. Stadiums - Enjoy all-new details of the stadium designs. There are more than 200 all-new stadiums
that will be featured in FIFA 22. All stadiums will be reworked to bring them up to the standards set by EA SPORTS. New Armour - Enjoy the enhanced and more
detailed visual presentation of all player and team apparel. Depth of Match Experience - Play FIFA’s most immersive and authentic matchday experience. FIFA 22
matches are more exciting as more immersive elements are added in-game, including pitch invasion, supporters and commentators, and fireworks. Virtual Pro -
Follow the Premier League season and all major European leagues, as well as the Copa America, with the Virtual Pro broadcast system. TV broadcasters can play
back all events in-game. Fans can also choose to watch highlights of game action from previous matches and recaps of important matches by the host
broadcaster. Visual Experience - Experience a massively improved player and ball physics. All players move more naturally than ever before. Improvements in
ball physics allows for more realistic movement and dribbling. A new visual engine allows for more detailed textures, better lighting and shadows, as well as the
capability to display player movements and game events on-screen. New Control Scheme - Experience the new refined control scheme, which is optimized to
improve playability and accuracy. EA SPORTS Interactive - Take full control of the match with all-new mechanics. Using the game pad to make decisions, such as
movement, pass, and shoot, will allow for more precise controls, and will ensure that you’re always in control of your team. With multiple camera angles,
referees can accurately see where players are positioning themselves on the field. New Abilities - Players are more agile, powerful, and have

What's new:

New Stadiums and KitShops Enjoy a variety of settings for your next football simulation game. FIFA 22 introduces all-new stadiums and kit shops.
Keeper Scripting Master and control defenders with more freedom and clarity. Use the new goalkeeper scripting to make your defenders worth their wages.
Dynamic Player Choice The new Matchday AI provides a more realistic challenge for players as they take the field. The AI will conduct tactics on the fly, adjust formations and play styles, and react to referee decisions
and score lines.
Look Alive A new “Look Alive” system helps to give defenders more agency and player personality by using motion-capture data and SDK to animate their gait, capture, push-offs, and tackle decision-making, making
them even more effective in their roles. Players whose faces are covered will be visually shown their actions through speech processing, and will will be able to look at the ball or run towards it.
Player Perception FIFA 22 optimises stadiums and environments for players to the maximum with an enhanced brand-based player perception system – you can see in real-time if they see the ball or sense danger
around them. Players will more consistently dash into the danger zone, encouraging better decision-making and positioning.
New Physics Engine The new physics engine has been improved for FIFA 22, helping to create a more realistic experience on the pitch and in ball controls.
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An incredible and innovative realism experience that allows players to master the free-flowing game in all its aspects - attack, defense and
midfield. The trademark Frostbite engine delivers the most visually detailed, most authentic and most realistic experience in football gaming.
Play with freedom, communicate with your team and enjoy an unmatched interactive experience. Features New Frostbite engine Matchday * *
Champions League * Winter Olympics * Pro Clubs * Complete Club Editor * Arena * * Live Event * Ultimate Team Player discovery Teammates
discover open spaces in the opposition, speed, trickery, physicality, ball control and creativity. The skills of the best players are shown in the
form of the Academy players. Realistic dribbling with new control scheme FIFA For me is a fantastic, rewarding and emotional gaming
experience. I have played each FIFA since the beginning, FIFA 14 & FIFA 15 are enjoyable, with the FIFA for me however is a fantastic
experience that rewards all my hard work towards the game! The industry has improved and the game in FIFA for me is a fantastic realism
experience. FIFA 18 for me is the best so far. I would love to see the designers continually improve the simulation. For me is a great football
experience and I can't recommend FIFA enough for players and non-players alike. Addictive Football is meant to be played fun, so when a
game can make that fun addictive, you know you have done something great. FIFA for me is addictive, the fact I can enjoy this game with my
friends and family, it makes it more enjoyable and a nice change to the TV. I also like the fact that the game allows you to play as many
different teams as you like without having to buy them all. Mystery The game is such a unique experience for me, and it makes me want to
keep playing. I love the fact I can customise and change the way I play the game to match my own playing style. I also love the fact I can play
the way I want to play, without having to follow the structure that was made for me. This is what makes the game for me so unique. Better
gameplay The additions to the football on the pitch means you have to play better to try and beat your opponents. I also think that the new
pass and touch motion is much more intuitive than the previous version. I also like
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:

Recommended: Minimum: System requirements: OS: Win 7 64bit / Win 8 64bit / Win 10 64bit Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, AMD Phenom II X2
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